Summer 2019 Student Group Awards

Number of groups that applied for funding: 10
Number of groups awarded funding: 9*
Total requested: $12,450
Total budgeted: $10,000
Total granted: $10,000
*One group did not send a representative to the Open Council Meeting to secure funds

Graduate Student Groups (GSGs)

GSAS Christian Community
Granted: $850
Notes: Thanks for your application!

Science in The News
Granted: $890
Notes: Thank you for your extremely thorough application; we greatly appreciate this!

GSAS Singaporean and Malaysian Association
Granted: $1650
Notes: Great application; thank you!

GSAS Graduate Residence Hall Council
Granted: $1800
Notes: Great application; thank you!

Harvard GSAS Journal of Emerging Investigators
Granted: $400
Notes: Thanks for your application! The numbers you provided were unclear - you mentioned that you plan to hold 4 meetings over the course of the summer with 40 GSAS students at each meeting, and you mentioned that the cost/person was either $15/person or $7/person. Please clearly specify the number of attendees/meeting and the cost/person/meeting going forward. In addition, $7/person (or $15/person) is very high for a snack budget (we typically see $3-4/person for snacks and non-alcoholic beverages), as is $80 for advertising for 4 meetings. We also are wondering whether or not you have looked into getting a discounted InDesign license through HUIT. Thank you!

Harvard GSAS Science Policy Group
Granted: $1585
Notes: Fantastic application! Going forward, we would greatly appreciate it if you could give us specific dates and locations for your events.

Harvard GSAS Student-Parents Organization
Granted: $900
Notes: Great application; thank you!

GSAS Harvard Argentine Tango Society
Granted: $1800
Notes: Great application! Thank you for your excellent track record of spending the funds you request from the GSC in appropriate ways and in a timely manner; we appreciate this!

Departmental Graduate Student Organizations (DGSOs)

Harvard Graduate Students in Linguistics
Granted: $125
Notes: Thank you for your application! You must receive at least 50% of your funds for each event from your department, so we awarded half of what was requested for LingedIn.